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points will settle a child's education for some years, it is
important that every care should be taken. The child
must be examined by a trained psychologist and a very
full case paper should be compiled, in order to find out if.
the child is innately dull or is backward because of some
extraneous cause and, consequently, perhaps curable.
Thus not lack of innate intelligence but extraneous
causes—irregular schooling, specific defects of sense eqxdp-
ment, temperament or character—account for about xo%
of children who are below their correct mental age and who
would, without further investigation, be classified as dull.
In reality they are only backward.
It may still be best to transfer the child to a special class
of backward children, but his treatment must be in many
ways different from that of the innately dull. In the first
place, of course, every effort must be made to remove the
cause of his dullness, and psychologists and social workers,
including teachers, should co-operate to improve home
conditions, feeding, poor attendance, or whatever the case
may be.
Secondly, though all children should learn at their own
rate and through their own interests, it is even more im-
portant that the interests of this type of child should be
used to aid his progress. The innately dull child will need
special treatment throughout his school days, and perhaps
all his life, but this temporarily dull child should work
again with average children as soon as possible.
It is impossible to discuss the treatment of such children
fully in a book of this size, but the following examples will
suggest to the reader how multifarious are the causes of
dullness, how varied the treatment.
The nervous child might on all achievement tests be
classed amongst backward children- But worry would
tire form and fear of doing wrong would make him reiraia
from asking for help or taking Ms share in oral work. la
many such cases a sympathetic psychologist would find
that lie was average by the rating of his LQ.
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